Languages of the Himalayas

Errata

Chapter One

An entire page is missing between pages 11 and 12 of the published version.
The missing page can be found on the following webpage:
http://www.himalayanlanguages.org/team/george_van_driem/publications

p. 12, l. 13: subsisted of → subsisted on
p. 31, l. 30: removable → removal
p. 36, ll. 37-38: the someone else’s → someone else’s
p. 38, l. 32: though → through
p. 48, l. 14: labelled of → labelled
p. 50, l. 35: primitives. ‘since → primitives, ‘since
p. 51, l. 15: point view → point of view
p. 53, l. 15: Characterisation → Characterisations
p. 74, l. 21: perenially → perennially
p. 75, l. 13: dominants → dominant
p. 76, l. 7: esconced → ensconced
p. 77, l. 36: arrange → arranged
p. 80, l. 24: pick up → we pick up
p. 84, l. 2: negligable → negligible
p. 92, l. 21: language-dependent → are language-dependent
p. 92, ll. 38-39: observe → to observe
p. 94, l. 32: which which → which
p. 91, l. 33: non-reconstructible → non-constructible
p. 103, l. 2: attitude The → attitude. The
p. 106, l. 11: esconce → ensconce
p. 106, l. 22: constuent → constituent
p. 106: paenultimate line: German → Germany
p. 107, l. 38: serotonin → serotonin
p. 109, l. 37: religious → religions
p. 113, l. 26: in terms → in terms of
p. 117, l. 24: or meaning → of meaning
p. 135, l. 29: As opposed to → In contrast to
p. 135, l. 30: haling → hailing
p. 145, l. 11: been made → made
p. 168, last line: crealisation → creolisation
p. 175, l. 13: languages changes → languages change
p. 183, l. 31: the a → a
p. 186, last line: Brussel → Brussels
p. 191, l. 35: ennervating → enervating
p. 197, l. 27: Gruning → Grunning
p. 201, l. 14: goes → goes on
p. 201, l. 21: asfalted → asphalted
Chapter Two
p. 284, l. 19: valcipera → falciparum
p. 284, l. 21: based → base

Chapter Three
p. 338, paenultimate line: Hán → Hàn
p. 358, l. 14: proximity or → proximity of
p. 361, l. 37: Hán → Hàn
p. 368, l. 34: then it easy → then it would be easy
p. 448, l. 4: Ruòruò → Róuruò

Chapter Four
p. 471, l. 33: school → schools
p. 476, l. 37: there about → there were about
p. 477, l. 18: seem indeed → seems indeed
p. 479, ll. 32-33: under the heading under → under the heading
p. 491, l. 33: located ar → located at
p. 494, l. 5: Bhattacharya → Bhattacharjee
p. 506, l. 26: various monarch → various monarchs
p. 509, l. 1: half the → half of the
p. 518, l. 24: (1874: xlv-xlvi) → (1884: xliv-xlvi)
p. 522, l. 6: with by → with
p. 534, l. 18: westen → western
p. 541, l. 11: these these → these
p. 543, l. 19: on their → on the
p. 547, l. 5: sare → are
p. 549, l. 5: Brahmpautran → Brahmaputran
p. 549, l. 37: of in the → of the
p. 551, l. 3: Brahmaputran → Brahmaputran
p. 551, l. 10: 1848: 23ff., → 1884: 23ff.,
p. 552, l. 31: is there is → is
p. 556, last line: as an the → as the
p. 576, last line: Avery (1886) → Avery (1889c)
p. 586, l. 12: Denis → Denise
p. 586, l. 27: Thirumulai → Thirumalai

Chapter Five
p. 602, l. 4: of a the → of the
p. 605, l. 9: 1828, II: 308 → 1838, II: 308
p. 606, l. 26: 1828, II: 89 → 1838, II: 89
p. 610, l.12: 1977 → 1978
p. 612, l. 4: comraderie → camaraderie
p. 618, l. 20: preserves → preserve
p. 626, l. 2: in need in → in need of
p. 630, l. 27: perconceptions → preconceptions
p. 631, l. 11: cranies → crannies
Chapter Six

p. 834, paenultimate line: Sambotra in Roman Dzongkha phonological transcription corresponds to the Tibetological transliteration Sambhoṭa

p. 845, l. 25: solliciting → soliciting
p. 850, l. 8: to Ladakhi → on Ladakhi
p. 851, l. 37: recostructs → reconstructs
p. 852, l. 15: sevral → several

p. 867, l. 25: addresses → address
p. 767, l. 9: Yatna (VS 2049) → Yatna (VS 2040)

p. 805, l. 26: Deccan → Brahmaputra

p. 818, l. 19: Mainwaring (1876, 1889) → Mainwaring (1876, 1898)

p. 819, l. 33: VS 2043 → VS 2045
Chapter Seven

p. 1001, l. 24: was Aryan → was Aryan.
p. 1006, l. 26: 1985 → 1983
p. 1006, paenultimate line: eight → eighth
p. 1007, l. 8: Herodatus → Herodotus
p. 1009, l. 35: to be that the → to be the
p. 1010, l. 32: also found → are also found
p. 1012, l. 1: plundering → plundering of
p. 1012, l. 1: chattel → chattel
p. 1020, l. 8: cemeteries → cemeteries
p. 1029, l. 17: Trail (1977, IV) → Trail (1973, IV)
p. 1039, last line: learnèd → learned
p. 1057, l. 16: (1959) → (1969)
p. 1073, l. 1: pharaos → pharaohs
p. 1074, l. 11: their is → there is
p. 1079, l. 29: Bloch (1935) does not match any of the bibliographical entries.
p. 1082, l. 17: Morgenstierene (1953) does not match any of the bibliographical entries.
p. 1080, l. 29: esconced → ensconced
p. 1085, l. 15: Zemiaki spoken → Zemiaki is spoken
p. 1088, l. 27: so thet → so that
p. 1093, l. 36: Graham → Grahame
p. 1095, l. 15: by a less than → by less than
p. 1098, ll. 18-19: to refer to denote → to refer to
p. 1098, l. 32: Graham → Grahame
p. 1099, l. 18: with periodically → periodically
p. 1101, l. 22: aprical → apical
p. 1109, l. 25: kindom → kingdom
p. 1120, l. 25: Tibetans groups → Tibetan groups
p. 1123, l. 9: (1977: 8) → (1978: 8)
p. 1133, l. 8: uncontestably → incontestably
p. 1133, l. 9: Whilst. → [omit]
p. 1136, l. 32: haled → hailed
p. 1148, l. 18: Gruning → Grunning
p. 1154, l. 17: expell → expel
p. 1162, l. 6: conservatisim → conservatism
p. 1167, l. 27: the the → the
p. 1175, l. 7: mood → mud
p. 1175, l. 38: VS 2043 → VS 2045

Chapter Eight
p. 1177, last line: of samples → of the samples
p. 1179, l. 25: Burushaski data → Burushaski data
p. 1186, l. 21: first mooted → was first mooted
p. 1193, paenultimate line: verbs agrees → verb agrees
p. 1211, l. 34: at Orkhon about 30 km east → in the Orkhon valley about 320 km west
p. 1213, l. 13: northeren → northern
p. 1218, l. 14: Nabuhiro → Nobuhiro
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